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TEl RODS OP RURAL MOM X .TRB 1114111

The desire to improve ths situation of women wimples the
oentre of attention today in Poland as everywhere in the world.
The statement that workinuwomen, particularly those with lar-
ge families, axe overworked has become a truism. But it is not
generally known that the life of rural women is much more dif-
ficult. The changes in the Polish family and in the woman's
social functions in ths last 25_years have been the subject of
oeaseless scientific research. The Institute of the Develop-
ment of the Tillage and of Agriculture at the Polish Academy
of Scienoes has made a considerable contribution in this field.
The research conducted there is the basis for the generalizat-
ions of the present paper. The findings of'that research indi-
oste a great gap in living oonditions between urban and rural
women, due to the differentiation of their respective economio
and social conditions and to ths differing fmnily patterns.

It may be asked whether the rural family today ii subject
to the same processes of change as therurban family. The ans-
wer would be oompliasted. Per rural women are under tha influ-
ence of traditional patterns of life and work on the farm,
which springs from ma attitude shaped over many centuries.that
land is the absolute value. But they are at the same time sub-
ject to the influence of factors stimmaing from the city which
revolutionise tbs life' of the rural fmnily. In the clash of
oultures and systems of values ths rural woman is daily con-
fronted with the difficult problem of choice between the good
of the farm and bar own welfare. This is why the woman's quoci.
tion in general and the question of the woman on the form are
two different matters. ihile in relation to the ustan woman
the question is one of emancipation in the sphere of vocatio-
nal aud intellectual equal rights, in resnect to the rural wo-
man it is still &matter of breaking down the treditioral bar.
riers of prejudices and standards, of the aspiration to one
day free hersel.f from ths archaic system of relationehips.

The pre-war peasant generation considered the land and
farm .as the hi.ghest value. This attitude, flowing from the
soonomic stracture of the Polish village, designated the role
of women absolutely subordinated them to the regime of the
tare and tuned thea into an element of production. Wonmin's
social isolation, deepened by tho endogamic tendons:14es of pea-
sants' marriage, limitaCto the minimum woaan's sphere of so-
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tivity and introduced an outright division into male and fema-
le spheres of culture, interests and activity.

The modern woman oontinues to be subject also to the in-
fluence of historical conditioning, despite the great changes
we deal with later. Prior to 1939 Poland was among the most
densely populated agricultural countries. Thus in 1931 there
were 75 persons per ha of disposable land for whom agriculture
constitated the only source of maintenance and 105 persons per
100 ha of arable. Agrarian ovarpopulation, the acomanying
.fragmentation of farms, the low levels of technical evilmnent
and of prodUctivity- all this found reflection in the great
differentiation of living standards of the various groups of
tha rural population.

Demographic presmire which created a marginal, reMandant
population unable to find employment in non-agricultural bran-,
ches of produCtion, effected a.permanent hunger for land as
the onlymeans of existence and in the mergenoe of ever bar&
per struggles for its possession.

The violent evolution impelled by the war, the changes in
the social structure and teohnical transformation that follow-
ed could not but introduce new elements in the life of roam/
women. With the economio.and social ohanges conmenoed the pro-
cess of the cultural transformation of the raral commanity,
which effected basio changes in the pdsition of the rural wo-
man. Brt the integration of cultures and customs does not pro-
ceed rapidly and without conflict. The different temop of cha-
nge in the.rural as =vexed to urban areas is conditioned by
their different starts. And the direction of change in the
former is limited by the fact that the peasants petty commod-
ity production mnst after all remain in contradiction with the
conception of modern life. The development of social aware-
ness, changes of attitudes and customs in the whole complex
psycho-social structure of the rural oommunity-its women inc.
luded- trail behind the penetration into the village of the
mass media and consumers" durable goods.

statistical evaluation of the advances of rural women,
withodt interpretation, without indicating the difficulties,
oomplieatious and paradoxes accompanying tho advance, would
hence be misleading and without purpose. Per thangh much has
changed in the life of the rural woman, the prevailing pattern
other social role and position still differs greatly fhmn the
model suggested by constitutional provisions.

Three factors exert a particularly strong Lannon°, on
the situation of Polma's rural women: the industrialisation
of agricultural regions the activity of public organisations
and the development of 'Cultural-educational institutions.

The industrialisation process is socompanyed by a tenden-
cy to the feminization of the farming vocation. lbereas in
1931 the percentage of the population maintaining itself sole-
ly by agriculture &wanted to 6041. it dropped to 47.10 in
1950, to 38.10 in 1960, only 33.5% in 1966 and stands at about
30% today. The changes in.the population s vocational struatu-
re, resulting from industrialisation, affect women to a mmoh
lesser degree. If oommation in agridulture in 1950 is team
as 100, then it stood in reforenoe to imam at 102 in1960 and
at 91 for men. The outflow of labour power to industry heaum
pertains chiefly tO men. Women tend to remain on the farm thns
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effecting the feminization of the farming vocation. This situ-
ation has undoubtedly exerted an essential influenoe .on the
changes in the position and role of women in the peasant fami-
ly.

Pablic organisations play no small role in activising the
rural inhabitants, in revolutionising their outlook and in

. providing them ooncrete aid in their work. The principal wo-
nwni's organization in the rural areas is the Circles of Rural
Momsewives which work in collaboration with the Agricultural
Circles. Their number had been growing year by year: from
27,773 in 1966 to 30,508 im 1967, 32,154 in 1968 and over
33,000 in 1971. This necessarily means an increase in the num-
ber of members, which counted 890000 in 1970. The Circles of
Rttra Housewives funotion in 80.6% of Poland's hamlets.

These Ciroles condubt varied activities. In 1970 they
conducted 3073 kindprgartens, 1040 playrooms, 4800 eduoational
oourses in hygiene, 11,673 courses in domestio eoonOmy includ-
ing 7642 on family diet in whioh 253 787 people participated.
Besides, the Ciroles oflharallousewives secured the partici-
pation of as many as 135,726 farms in a oontest they organized
on cleanliness in the hmse and garden.

It may be emphasized, without citing more figures, that
the activity of public organisations is a pouvrful force -in-
fluencing the tempo of change in the lives of rural women. In
the sphere of practioal pursuits public organisations facili-
tate the adaptation of:rural women to the basic ohanges in the
structure of everyday life effected by industrialization and
the cultural-educational remaution. What is the nature of
these changes and hew does the sitturtion of rural women pre-
sent itself? .

Positivenhanges are Observable in many spheres of wo-
man's life. They pertain to new patterns of matrimony, a new
attitude to procreation, growth of their authority, gradual
elimination of self-eufficient household eeonomy, a progress-
ing process of mecbsxdzation, emcees to rural women of sohool-
img atd extramural education.

The new situation beoomes evident from the time women get
married.'In the traditilnual system of rural relations marriage
-was often for the woman an unjust and humiliating transaction,
for the highest value here too was the land. Marriage was as a
TWA consunited among peasants after considerationof
economic and environmental interests. It was very often a tr.,
ding agreement in which practical considerations were upper-
most.

There is an imprormsemt in the legal and social situation
of rural women entering matrimony. This is more evident in in-
dustrialized than in agricultural regions. Beaause of the
growth of gainfal emplopsent outside agriculture, the process
of emancipation from the regime of the individual farm and
from the dictation of relatives and neighbours proceeds more
rapidlT in the form!. One expression of these changes is the
couple s property consideration which is not based on the si -
miliar size of the farms of the contracting fivilies nor on
the convenient location of the lands.lack of land has ceased
to be a criterion of negative selection of matrimonial part-
nere.

Pamily cmmmalsion in relatien toaarriage hms cQ=zidermb-
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ly weakened. The weakened authority of the parents- formerly
latent in their undivided.rule over the land- is expressed in
the lower agis of marriage and declining difference in the age
of married couples. Interfexence by the community has weakened'
to an even rreater extent. An investigation of the selection
of mates by territory And religion shows the rapid disappear-
ance of many forms of eadogamy.

-Motherhood vas another element which determined vmmmn's
former negative situation. Bringing many children into '7 the
World burdened them with duties and responsibilities, chained
them to chores which limited their mental horizons and warped
the development of theii personality. The idea of birth cont-
rol has now penetrated the village causing a decline in the
birth rate. In fact, the index of decline is greater than in
the cities, but there is still a clear differenenae between
fertility in the city amd in the oountry, where that coeffic-
ient is much hicher.

In the firit poet-war decade the necessity of recouping
the biological losses caused the demographic process in Poland
to develope not. only spontaneously but aiso under the stimulus
of state policy which provided economic incentives for raising
the birth rate in city and country. But there was a great dis-
proportion even then between the fertility of urban and . rural
women. This was associated primarily with the cultvre of sex
life, with different views on the functions of,the family, the
level of medical care and with the pressure of factors related
to worldview. When the cult of mothers rewarded for bearing
many children oame to an end, the coefficient of chtldbirth
underwent.a furher differentiation as between rural and urban
families. The phase of birth control commenced later in the
country, while the evening of the level and the shaping of a
uniform model for all Communities is a matter of the future.

The drop in the number of children per peasant family is
not equal for all comnmmities. That tendency is undoubted1;
stronger in urbanized regions. The average for industrialized
regions is three children per family. But deviation from the
average is so large that it is not possible to treat s county
!Is an uniform commdmity in this respect nor to seek an expla-
nation of this oscillation in social categories.

. A clash of attitudes and contrary tendencies appears at
the point of intersection of two economic and civilization
systems. An element of conscious decision is begirming to sha-
pe-up from the conflict between the old and new standards.
This is why the tendency is asserting itself, among others, of
a drop in the birth rate in measure with the decline in the
age croup of the mothers. Pox the younger age groups have to
a rreater extent been embraced by the birth control myvenent.
The smaller number of children borne byjoung women also re-
edits from the better knowledge of se 1, matters and the ac-
ceptance of the urban pattern of co-living.

These tendencies nay be said to apply on a national sca-
le. Differences in the fertility index is already small bet-
ween young women of town and country. But they very clearly
rise with mothers past Ate are of 30. In'that group the pro-
portion of urban women who still give birth to children is
small, but it is different in the rural areas. The spread bet-
ween the indides for city and country rises in measure with
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the successive birth of each ohild by womem .vver 30: in the
case of the third child-almost double end in. the case of tha
eighth-by 4 times.

The factor differentiating views on tbm desirable number
of ohildren is no longer economic conditions and particularly
not the size of the family farm. It is rather the now moral
and civilizations pattern, the way of life ooial security-
in a word, the elements of.life contained in the conception
industrialization and.urbanization. A lower birth rate was al-
ready observable in the preceding generation in suburban vil-
lages. This tendency is weakor in the present generation, when
the oatalyst of cbange is not only the proximity of the city
with its entire oomplez of traits of the contemporary family
model. It.is alsodbor perhaps primarily, direct contact /by me-
ans of gainful employment and eduoation/ with *.institutions
which do not faoe ths task of propagandizing the ideal of the
small family, but is expressed in concrete aid in its- reali-
zation.

A third element of ohange in tha eooial position of rural
women is the rise In their authority. Two closely interrelated
factors have ererted a decisive influence on'ehanges in the
family structure and the division of roles. The first flows
direotly from the prooesses of Industrialisation. The constant
migration to the cities, at first mbracinr the.surplus of
manpower and then also the indispensable hande on the farms,
contracts the fomily worktag group. The location of industrial
rlants in arricultural regions intensifies the process of spa-
tial mobility and facilitates the emer/ence of tha eategery of
a dual community affiliation, i.e., th&se who combine employ-
ment in town with residence in the country and operation of a
farm. A second important indicator of change it the situation
of women is the change in tha cultivation structure, to the
veretable and animal,raising type. The change in the main di-
reition of productiondevelops most sharply in industrialized
and urbanized regions, more suited to the marleting of high .

quality agricultural produce.
Both these phenomena have their even social' affects.

There is a definite rise in the authority of women in tne fa-
mlly. This does not7.result a sudden chanse of the nen's atti-
tude te the role of the wife as an equal partner but is the
conaequence of a determtming economic situation, The husband's
undertaking gainful employment outside.asriculture creates a
new economic: necessity. The woman fakes over the actual direc-
tion of the farm. If the rural woman's social position is mea-
sured on tne soale of prestige in the family and commanity,
than it must be said that this prestige is positively correla-
ted wtth the farmer's undertaking work outside griculture.
The shift of ono or both of the partners in matrimony to ano-
ther vocational group changes the role of ths woman in the fa-
mily, raises her authority. Her sphere of competence and her
range of decision making undergo a clings. The fact that he
contracts trade agreements, borrows machines from the AgricuI-
tura]. Circle, acquires investment credit, for breeding
quipping the home with modern faci]ities is a gausge of bier .

authority. She reaches out beyond the family group. Pormwel7
subordinated to the father or huaDand, deprived of the right
to herself determine ,ber fat, etincw begins, as an equal of
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the head of the family, not only to decide on internal family
affairs and to participate in official deliberations but also
to step outside in the name of the °head' and the entire fami-
ly.

The differences in the position of the wives of farmers
and of the wives ot part-time farmers are .an vident expres.
sion of the changes muring under the influence of the fao-
tors transforming the social and occupational structures of
rural families. two further elements seem essntial to an eva-
luation of that phenomenon: the age of the husband engagd oat-
side aviculture and his plaoe of employaent. Observation sug-
gests bro conclusions in this respect. First, the changes in
the role of the woman in the family develop more rapiny when
the husband traveling to work belongs to a younger age group.
The younger .generation is marked by a greater elasticity of
views and attitudes and by a greater inclination to changes
which yield the village not only a 'greater each income but
which also bring new urban patterns in the sphere of interper-
sonal relations. Secondly, changes in the woman's family role
occur to a greater degree in the pass of couples where the
husband travels to work outside his permanent plat* of resi-
dence. Whereas those who work in production plants or institu-
tions located within the village treat their wives considerab-
ly worse in respect to participation in managemt and decis-
ion making. Is case the place ot work is located at a ...greater
distance from the home, not only the time spent in traveling
plays a role but also the contacts in the new environment.
This.influences a much greater loosening of ties to the farm
than in the case of esploymentiwithin the village. The woman
then becomes the aotwa manager of the farm and that changes
her family status, asking her an equal partner.

In the sense of the division of oospetence the model of
the peasant family approaches the urban model. The main deter-
minant of change"in the urban family is the wife's gainful oc-
cupation. Whereas the chif determinant of change in the rural
family is the' husband's enloysent outside agrimature. Both
determinants effects the shaping of similar structural charac-
teristics in the families of working women in ton end in the
families of part-time farmers in the rural areas. There is a
clear differentiation in the division of labour between the
three family categories: of farmers, part-time farmers and
those maintaining themselves exclusively-by work outside agri-
culture. Parmers families still present many elements of pat-
riarchal systems in which the deciding voice vas always with
the father- or husband. The woman plays here a subordinate ro-
le, Whereas the two other types of families gravitate ever mo-
re toward democratic relations.

The division into spheres of male and female dciaion-ma-
king delineated on this stage of family life. To the men
still most often oolong matters of trade and production, to
the women questions of componionate life and upbringing, The

-nanoial models of the raral fami are observable: when agri-
use of family funds is shaping u ion new principles. Two f-
culture is the only means of zaintennacs there is most often I"
common- trasure; when ther are other, or only other,. sources
of aainteunnce, the family funds are handled by the woman-
which also attests to the extension of her sphere of cospeten
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A fourth fattor conditioning positive chance in the 4.ife

of the rural woman is the tendency to limit the self-suffic-
iency of the peasant family. The household is to a considerab-
le degree emancipating itself today from the statue of an ag-
ricultural werkshop. The family, as a vital croup in rural
society else" constitutes, as is blown, an economic team to a
much greater degree than does the oity family. The role of wo-
man in this teas is not limited to participation in vegetable
and animal production according to the traditional division o!
labour. In the pre-industrial period women were respons ible
also for a broad ranee of non-agricultural production. The
folk saying: 'The peasant supports only one corner of the
house and the woman the other three° charaoterizes the impor-
tance of the woman's work for the peasant family.

The develOpment of industry took over part of traditional
family production. It replaced the woman, in a certain sense,
provided better and cheaper clothing, bed linen, food artic-
les. A characteristic feature of industrial society is the
factory production of consumers' goods of everyday use on the
basis of a specialised division of labour outside the family.
The ea= applies to a number of household services. The trans-
ition from a natural to a commodity economy which is charac-
terized by the growth of employment outside agriculture and
xpansion of consumption goods production effected a basic
transformation of the 'structure of the family group. The fami-
ly lost many of its previous functions. It ceased to be a
multi-branch workshop producing for itself the greatest part
of articles of everyday use. It also ceased to be the only up-
bringing-educational centre. Its function of providing insu-
rance to the aged and crippled weakened. Companionate life and
entertainment moved outside the home and even beyond the circ-
le. of relations and meighbours. The growth of industry, which
separated the spheres of domestic and vdcational ocmpations
in relation to the urban family,- now effeets also a chance of
relations between the far and the household for peasant fa-
milies. Because of women s gainful emploteert there is a shift
in proportion between women s domestic and outside contact3 in
the urban family Today the home absorbs to a lesser degree
the time and interests of the mother co-maintainer of the fa-
mily. The mum phenomenon is gradually mthifesting itself in
the village, except that it is more complex here.

The natural peasant family economy wail the basis for Vie
labour relations in the village. Almost all their needs in the
realm of clothing aousehold implements and other consumption
goods were satisfied by their own labour which occupied every-
one- from the ohildren to the aged. Tradiaonal farming lat-
hed. were practiced in all of Poland during the inter-war per-
iod and even after. The traditional forms of rilising agrioul-
tural orops and of animal husbandry commenced- to be alliansted
from the farm wife's tibia budget only in the last decade. This
tendency first developed in suburban areas where the- possibi-
lity of providing the family with foodstuffs frees the woman
from making butter, sausages and bating bread. But as ea shall
bee later, the elimination of self-suffioiency by to means
signifies the disappearance of all forms of home manufacture.

Ms last manifestation of positive changes in the altuat-
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ion of the rural woman is her access to education. This Is ae-
tually a separate question of rreat importance we only touch
here in passing. There is considerable mioro and macro rese-
arch being conducted ot the level of education of the youth. \
But there has been no comparative research on the educational
level of different age groups of rural women. Some light on
this question is thrown by the Diaries of Rural Women, 1 200 pf
which were submitted at a contest organized by The Institute
of Development of the Village ?Jul Agrteulture. These show that
ever more farm women have been acqmiriag a vocational and ger
tionlary education. A coaparison of two generations shows a
-reat difference between them in this respect. Of 150 'men
iirho submitted diaries, and were over 60 years of ace, 11 did
not attend any school. The rest, except for two school tea-
chers, could at most boast of having completed elementary
school. But the vast majority dropped out after the fourth,
third or even second form due to poverty. Whereas women of the
younr.er 3.nd middle r,-enerations had a different start. Of the
total of 933 who provided this information 135, or 16.2:1, con-
tinued post-elementary schools studies.

But the rise in woman's authority and prestige and access
to efteation do not signify an improvement in her situation in
all spheres of life, for they do not mean a decline in her
productive responsibilities. On the contrary. There is $ ya-
raalel increase of her burdenes. For the farm wife now wortra
in -aany cases tri the field =id garden not only for herself but
fcr her husband end children as well. I.:ost generally, tke ad-
ditional labour burden of the modern rural woman is the re-
sult, as indicated above, Of her husband's ,sminful employment
off the farm, changes in the attitude to children and crowth
of the family's needs. On the back of the part-time filmes
'rife falls the burden of the farm work, of marketing af:Ticul-
tural and animal products, household duties and care Of the
children. The wozPan ceases to be a helping hand. in the fardly
and is becoming its head and raanacer of production, but she is
more than ever burdened with labour in different specialities.
Here there has not been, like in the city, a division in tine
and space between domestic and vocational, professional tasl:s.

When the peasant family begins to base its existence on
two equally important means of maintenance, the deacription
orainfully employed° does not reflect woman's actual status.
Tfiere la no question '-lere of a dual vocation, as is the case
with the husband. It would be more oorrect to compare her pe-
ctination! with those of a working woman engaged on many jobs,
with the important difference that the 8 hour working day is
not observed here. aainful employment outside agriculture
plays a deciding role in the range of woman's oecupations.
Then the husband works off the farm the sum of Vie tasks per-
formed by the woman on the farm is greater than those of the
other family =ambers. Sven when the traditional division of
labour breaks down, its adjustment to concrete needs and con-
ditions of a..1 agricultural enterprise does not mean a decline
in the ra.nge of WOM341.4 responsibilities. True, she often ta-
kes the place of the huaband in carrying out vnazions activit-
ies, but she does more of them th= under the previous system
of relations.

The household chores also increased. s -se saw, when the
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husband goes to work off the farm the woman must at least par-
tly tail.11 over his work there. Theoretically, Elhé shpuld do soat the expense of the household as is the case with married
woman In urban families who go to work. But there is no cor-
respondence here between theory and reality. The diwision oflabour in th.e household between the partners in matrimony is
more traditional in character than in relation to farm work.
Old ways of thinking are strong here: the woman is relegated
to the kitohen and procreation. Those women are in the worst
situation whose "husbands are Ennaged in non-agricultural occu-
pations at home. Such husbands help very little with the farm
work and share "in the household chores in the, least degree.

The relation, of the ^len to housework requiring greater
physical effort is.not uniform. As a rule men ,in all , family
categories participate in such chores as carrying miter. Butthis attitude is only universal in landless families or these
maintaining themselves exclusively by farming. Whereas the
husband's help.in the heavy chores is much bore rare among
part-time farmers.

The question of the division of labour in the family is
reflected in the diaries and daybooks of farm Wiv03. On the
whole women complain of too many tasks. young woman going to'
live with her husband after marriage on his parents' 18 ha
farm toils from dusk to late at night, rising at 3 in the mor-
ning, soon stops comforting herself with the nigh, earnisga.
While writing with pride in her diary that they made 50,000
zlotys on raneseed alone, she at the same time declares withA
bitterness: Ivilhat good is the property to me if we can't enjoy
it... We can only think of love on Sunday... Ind I thought
that marriavejis only honey, only love". /Die.ry number 158/.
There are further complaints of stingy husbands who keep the
money under lock and key, don't want even to deposit it in a
savings bank, saves it for the children. "But how does he know
if there will be children? Por he has no time for that".

If the entire time budget of the rural woman be divided
into six parts, namely: field work, Work in the garden, house
chores, trade contacts, contact w_th institutions, free time
occupations, then it turns out t: at household and family obli-
gations, i.e., housework is the most important. While berdened
with farwork., which reaches its highest intensity during har-
vesting, sowing or haymaking anditigging absorbs all members
of the family, the farm woman spends most of her time, on a
yearly scale, on the household. This attests to t'ae rank of
this sphere of activity and to the approanh toward the fs.mily
model of many Western Buropeez countries, where the proportion
of work input in the household is rising in the general time
budivt. This seems to contradict what was said earlier regard-
ing-the elimination from the time budget of certain occupat-
ions assooiated with manufactu.red articles and a self-suffio-
ient economy. But it turns out that the elimination of the
above does not reduce the sphere of household tasks.

It is difficult to enumerate at one .breathe all these
highly varied tasks, of which there are in general wire than
100. The activities of provisioning and keeping the house 'In
order, so familiar to town Iwomen, apply here too. But besides
that chores appear which are characteristic for the rurill com-
munity. Por despite all econnmio and social changes the iden-
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tification of production and household interests continues he-
re1 We thus find in the lists tasks connected with processing
agricultural and animal products both for home use and for the
market. However, as indicated, salf-pufficient economy is on
the whole becoming an anachroniem on a national scale owing to
the growth of industry which produceebetter and cheaper. The
farm wife ever more rarely bakes bread, churns butter, prepa
ree sausages, spins wool, weaves linen. But this doee not mean
that processing disappears. from the time budget. At times it
requires an evon greater work expenditure because of the ris
ing demand of the familly in the sphere of provisioning and
running the household. Women who don't bake bread or cake make
preserves and jams. The contemporary peasant family is not sa
tiefied with soup copked owe a day but demand a varied diet
rich with time consuming salads and gXeens. The same pertaind
to questions of hygiene. laundering is easier due to the wash
ing machine but it is done more often and more painstakingly,
for su.ch is the desire of the new peasant family.

Mechanization in the village pertains 'primarily to field
work. But gradual progress in thie resveot is visible also 1.1
the sphere of women's work. This docan t change the fact tug%
that the rural housewife works very hard. The seasonal nature
of her tasks and the rhythe of labour in the garden exclude
the possibility of adapting them to her wL11. Iron economil

neeeseltates constant alertness, multiplying oneself, do
ing two things at the same time, leaving a lob only in order
to return to it.

The extent of the Woman's work in the household aml gar.,
den or plot allotment also shapes a new attitude to the Child
in the peasant family. This is associated with the modern con-
ception of life and work in the village. It gradually.00mes to
a division between worlring time and leisure time. With the ap-
pearance of the latter conception the efforts of the family
are concentrated on obtaining production results but also on
reducing the production processes by better organization of
the farm work. This new attitude to life and to farming cannot
but influence the situation,of the children, who benefit 'to
parhaps a greater degree than the other members of the family
from the new scale of values. The peasant family furthermore
appreciates the meaning of education. This is why ever greater
importance is attributed to the children getting an education
and acquiring vocational skills, which is unavoidably connec-
ted with reduction of their work on the farm.

There is still another determinant of the child's posit-
ion and conditions. In the traditional family model the child
constituted the cheapest labour power, an indispensable ele-
ment of production, and its value was the gm:age of economic
suitability. This conception has rites undergone a thorough re-
volution, Although the individual farm, subject to iron econo-
mic law, continues to use child labour, the share of that la-
bour in the production process is no imager a chief conside-
ration While its sphere anti range do not determine the place
of the child in the family working team. There is a change in
the attitude of parents to thdir offspring Cho are raised not
only to succeseively look after the chickens, geese, cows and
horses

,
but are to the parents an end in themselves and requ-

ire .warmth, concern and care.

11
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The neb attitude to the child is expressed in its being

freed.fromn an excess of production responsibilities, in assur-
ing an eduCation, in organizing rest and recreation, within
possibilities, in care for its health. The alternative '"who
tp cure first, the child or tha cow" is always resolved tod
in favour of the child. This is attested by the'. frequency of
visif4 to doctola. It is the woman who mot frequently takes
over the traditional children's, production obligations. It may
be said in this sense'too that her burdets increase as a re-
sult of the changed attitude to children.

IA Maould be added that all these additional burdens are
the price of modernity, but they do not break down proportio-
nately to,the strength and possibilities of all family meM-
bers. The woman undoubtedly pays the highest price for her own
and thW.family's advance. Although the socio-economic trans-
formationsenabled wcmmn to free themselves'from male hegemony
and assarWd them the position of partners in decision-making,
the fact remains that they work the hardett and thather own
advancement and that of thb other members of the family take
place in good measure at their expense.

It is true that-the transformations have released proces-
ses of emsncipation smring to which therrural woman'is breaking
out of the narrow circle of honsehold-production interests,
that her olitical awareness is aroused, expressed in her par.
*ticipatio in public life. On the other hand, however, the
burden offgreater responsibility on the farm and at home as
well as the rising needs of the family under the influence of
urbanization hamper the development of her Personality-and ma-
ke difficult her benefitting from the attainments of 'cultura
de4pite tha greater opportunities in this sphere.

, .

There is thus obeervable an ambivalent attitude on wo-
men's part: they on the one hand desire to accept urban pat-
terns and are on the other.hand,' afraid to do so. Por"that in
their conception would mean neglecting the productip of the
farm. This attitude is particularly glaring in co=unities
where a real posdibility appesis to rise to the level of the
city in Via sphere of the facilitiss.of modern industrial 01.7

vilization. . . .

Concrete postulates-for'improving the situation of rural
women are being voiced by pcientific institutions and public
orianizations. Organized child care in the rural areas is a
cofidition sine que non of relieving mothers of excessive up-
bringing duties. State outlays ma.child care amount to several
milliard zlotys annually. The child in the village needs other
forms of care than his counterpart in towns if only for the
reason of the different character of women s work and the dif-
ferent kind of health care needs. The villate needs creches ,

:../ kindergartens, summer care centres, organized colonies, camps
and vacation places for rural children.

Social benefits for rural hoUsewives also require.. much
improvement. There are no statistics relative to the number of
rural wmmma-wives of farmers and past-time.farmers- who bene-
fit from free vacations or sanatoria. The fact that the number
is very small is not due to their excellent stateosf health
and the proverbial peasant brawn, but to various other factors
which limit their utilisation of preventive medicine and tre-

atment.
12 .,
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The popularisitien of sedical knowledge and expansion of
medical care should be regarded as basic factors influeneIng
birth control. Walightenmentactivities, .schools of health,
courses, lectures and talks would help roduce the Oise of the
peasant family and the birth rate. Serwicas for the village is

.

another provision in the improvement 'programme, .primarily
those which lighten women's work: laundriese.bakeries, butcher
shops and slaughter prise clothes repair, boas renovation,
linen, underwear, tailor and stocking repair shops, .ete. The
nuaber of these services continues to be below the rising do-
saad.

Nor does the prIvision with rowel retail outlets alma's
correspond to aodern demand. Rural women lose too much tire in
shopping trips to town to buy articles of prime need which
shoUld be available in village retail stores.

Labour saving facilities, such as: lectricity, running
water, central heating, bathrooms, etc. serve to raise the rum-
ral level of civilisation. In this respect there is a sharp
Contrast.between tom and couatry.

The number, the state, equipment and personnel of .the
culture centres aro not always adsmaate la ,the. rairal areas.
They andthe.aass media will not contribUte to arousing inte-
rest in and'ereating cultural habits if not supported by wide-
ly organised undertakings in the form of reduced prioe tickets
for artistic presentationd, adjustment .of autobus schedules
and transportation of villagers to the theatre, art ezhibi

concerts, etc.
Wortunately rural =Sea de not enjoy equal rights as

let, Their development is still hampered by the bonds of habit
and belief, work relations and coaditions of life, antagonise..
between their aspirations and the form of their realisation.

velopmeut ot the Village and of culture at the Polish Loa-
This is why the studies the Institute of the De-

deay of Sciences are of such prac cal importance. Aware of
the imperfection and gaps in this research, le regard it as
an introduction to more fundamental studies OR the position of
rural wean and how to Rake their lieu fuller and rioher.

We are at the some time aware of tie very isportant chan-
ges in the position of rural women lathe oomity, despite
the/limitations.and imperfections so:rested wrh family life.
Thoy have ceased to be oVersbelmed by houme work and passive,
participate more in the life ef the villas, sad have is Easy
cases become the heads of the family sad &imams of the-fare.
Their degree of initiative and Involving:at is eamismity *der-
takings and participation ia the. activity of politleal, sotial
and cultural orgoaisations are an expression of their level of
awareness and of theilrole ia the local hierarchy ef author-
ity.

:Ths fact that rural women have bees resqhing out Upon&
tbo hounds of the farm and the family is also a gauge of the
attitude of the family group towards thed.lin ever wider parti-
cipation of wares in local governmemt and public Wise is ob-
servable. The formerly traditional rural community secepts the
fact'that women are sot only teachers and nurses hut also ph,-
sicians,, veterinarians, sootochnictass, healet agronomists and

13
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that they even occupy positions as chairmen of local Pesiles'
Councils. The village acknowledges this when it *loots woe=
to goverment posts.

The woman s micial position has changed not only in the--
family, but also in the immunity. A woman participant la the
competition for diaries by rural woman(orgenisod, by the Insti-
tute of the Development of the Village and Agriculture soder
the Polish Academy of Sciences) excellently characterises this

. new status when she wrote:"No one saybtoday about se: beggar,
day libourer, scullion: todily I aa a citizen of ths Polish Re-
public".


